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Abstract
The recent interests in research in the assessment field have been rapidly shifting from
decision-maker-centered assessments to learner-centered assessments (i.e., diagnostic and/or
formative assessments). In particular, it is a very important research topic in this field to
analyze how these learner-centered assessments are developed more practical and valid by
combining information (or intelligent) and communication technologies (ICT) and
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psychometric advances, and how these systems contribute to learning. Automatic Item
Generation (AIG), which is in the spotlight recently, is a representative example of building a
next-generation assessment theory and practice by integrating ICT into psychometrics.
AIG has very broad and promising features in mass production, intelligent item calibration
and management, especially learner-centered assessment, and so on. However, these claims
have not yet been fully validated in real education settings, and it is in dire need of evaluating
the utilities of AIG applications in practical educational settings. Based on these needs, the
purposes of this research are, firstly, to introduce the benefits and challenges of AIG to
properly assess AIG’s utilities. And, secondly, this study provides empirical evaluation results
of AIG’s utilities within a formative assessment system for Korean high school students and
teachers.
The results of this study have important implications in that it is the first empirical study to
evaluate the usefulness of AIG in the formation evaluation application of the actual
educational environment, Korean high school setting. The results of the theoretical and
empirical evaluation of the AIG will also be useful to researchers and practitioners who wish
to evaluate the benefits and issues of future AIG-based educational services or theory
development.
Keywords: Automatic item generation, Formative assessment, Measurement, Testing,
Evaluation, Computer-based testing, Computer adaptive testing
1. Introduction
A recent paradigm in assessment focuses more on helping students understand where they
currently are and what is necessary to improve their learning. Therefore, it becomes important
for assessment to identify the bottleneck of student learning and provide feedback than to
rank students or trig competition among students. That is, the assessment for learning or as
learning is preferred to the assessment for evaluating. In order to meet the needs of current
paradigm in assessment, a formative assessment integrated into high school homework
system has been discussed as a great candidate.
Formative assessment systems are well-designed and well-used and can provide a variety of
benefits to both teachers and students. For example, formative assessments implemented at
the end of every unit can help teachers find appropriate learning methods that help them to
recognize the student’s achievement status and improve student achievement. Also, the most
valuable gain from formative assessments could be helping students understand their own
learning, and develop appropriate strategies for “learning to learn” (OECD & CERI, 2008).
Despite these advantages of formative assessment, it is impractical to expect all teachers in
the current school environment to develop qualified assessments, analyze results quickly, and
provide feedback to students on time. It is urgent to develop and support information and
communication technology (ICT) based system for modeling evaluation so that teachers can
use the evaluation items whenever necessary.
There are a few considerations when developing such a formative system. First, the system
must have an item bank containing a sufficient number of qualified items. Second, these items
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not only assess students’ learning status, but they can also provide practice items repeatedly as
needed. Third, students should get the results (i.e., what is right and wrong) and the system
should provide detailed feedback on students’ strengths and weaknesses.
Automatic Item Generation (AIG; Choi, 2017; Embretson, 1998; Gierl & Haladyna, 2012;
Irvine & Kyllonen, 2002) can be a promising solution to meet all three of the prerequisites
mentioned above. With AIG technique, item model (or item template) developed by experts
(i.e., item model writers) is used in producing clone items (also called isomorphs) via a
computer-based application. AIG is able to produce a large amount of new items and ensures
that there are enough items in the item bank for formative assessment. Another reason that
AIG is a good solution for a formative assessment system is that it allows one to have as
many qualified items as possible, regardless of the psychometric measurement model used in
the scoring method. The system geared with AIG can also increase the accuracy of student
assessment with a sufficient amount of items.
Another benefit of AIG is related to immediate feedback. In other words, incorrect items can
be duplicated as well as descriptions, ensuring that students fully understand the essential
elements included in the parent items. By repeatedly providing isomorphic or adaptive items
using AIG, students can become familiar with key elements and encounter more difficult
items. In this regard, AIG is the simple but very efficient way of offering practice items to
students.
To be more specific, the online homework system (also called Item Management System;
IMS) which was developed for a formative assessment in 2015 was aimed to have following
distinguished features from the previous version: First, this new online system loads AIG
functionality. Second, teachers can search and select the assessment items from the pool (i.e.,
online item bank) in order to make their customized assessment tool. Third, immediate results
and feedback are given to students, and these results are presented in graphs or charts for easy
understanding. Fourth, feedback is given to students based on the achievement standards.
Finally, the AIG feature allows students to learn more about parental items using clone items.
Detailed framework of the online system developed in 2015 is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Features of Item Management System (IMS)

However, the claims for many of the potential benefits of AIG have not been adequately
validated through the applications used in real education settings. A variety of educational
applications using AIG functions should be developed and the results of validation studies for
such systems should be accumulated sufficiently. These efforts will lead to the development
of the appropriate and useful formative assessment system, and thus to the development of
the education field.
1.1 Research Objectives
As we mentioned in the earlier section of this paper, it is in dire need of evaluating the
utilities of AIG applications in practical educational settings. Based on these needs, the
purposes of this research are addressed as follows:
(1) Introducing the benefits and challenges of AIG to properly assess AIG’s utilities.
(2) Providing empirical evaluation results of AIG’s utilities within a formative assessment
system for Korean high school students and teachers.
(3) Providing theoretical and practical implications for AIG related research and practices.
This study has significances in that this is the first empirical study on evaluating AIG within a
practical educational setting. In addition, AIG’s theoretical and empirical assessment of this
study will be useful to researchers and practitioners who wish to evaluate the benefits and
problems of developing and/or applying AIG in educational services or products.
1.2 Theoretical Background
1.2.1 History of AIG
The history of AIG was characterized by diversity, that is, “lack of cohesion among the
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contributors, and disconnectedness from current theory and research” (Gierl & Haladyna,
2013, p. 13). Yet, several milestones in the history of AIG can be identified as follows: 1)
Prose-based AIG (Bormuch, 1970); 2) Facet theory (Guttman, 1953, 1959); 3) Item forms
(Hively, 1974); 4) concept formation (Markle & Tiemann, 1970); and 5) the publication of
Item Generation for Test Development (Irvine & Kyllonen, 2002).
In order to eliminate subjectivity in traditional item writing, Bormuth (1970) put forward his
theory of item generation from prose by drawing on earlier research on cloze testing for
reading comprehension and based on experiments of syntactic transformation. His theory was
later refined and put into practice of item development (Finn, 1975; Roid & Haladyna, 1978).
However, limited by the technology of the theory, items generated from prose seemed unable
to measure higher-order cognitive ability. Other problems were also identified, and further
improvement of the theory has not been reported.
Facet design (Guttman, 1953, 1959) is a proposal for domain-referenced testing, in which all
possible tasks are identified in one domain and serve as the basis for testing. Mapping
sentences are developed to define and put an order to the content in a domain and generate
items, followed by empirical validation of its statistical structure. Every mapping sentence
has fixed and variable parts and the latter is called a facet, which is how Facet Design got its
name. Facet design allows for efficiency and objectivity in item writing, and also provides
rich opportunity for diagnostic and formative assessment as well as computerized testing.
However, some degree of subjectivity still exists in the development of mapping sentences.
The third milestone is called “Item Forms” (Hively, 1974), which generates items with a
fixed syntactic structure and several variable elements. By putting constraints on the range of
the replacement sets and adding conditions, a set of sentences can be defined and items can
be automatically generated. This theory has the greatest applicability with items being
quantitative in nature and items can be generated rapidly and abundantly and can be used for
both formative and summative tests. However, manual work is still needed in developing
item forms and usually a very large number of item forms are needed to define a domain.
As concept learning is one of the most important aspects in almost all fields of learning,
interests in developing items measuring concepts surged in 1960s and 1970s (Markle &
Tiemann, 1970; Anderson, 1972). Ways of generating items include paraphrasing concepts or
generating examples and non-examples by manipulating the critical and variable attributes of
a concept. The next milestone is the publication of Item Generation for Test Development
(Irvine & Kyllonen, 2002). In this book, Irvine (2002) identified three measurement
paradigms for AIG, which are R-models (dealing with achievement tests), L-models (dealing
with timed testing), and D-models (dealing with predictive testing).
In the first step to generate an item, Bejar (2002) emphases a thorough analysis of the
construct followed by the identification of task domains consistent with the construct. As a
next step, “Item Models”, which produce items with similar psychometric properties (called
isomorphs) or variant difficulty levels, are developed. He also proposes two methods, the
“Item Shells” and the mapping sentence, in response to practical needs. Item shells are from
items with excellent psychometric properties in an item bank. By removing the content,
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keeping the syntactic structure of these items, and adding different content, new items are
created. Compared to the item model, the item shell is less constrained, gives more freedom
in item generation, and also proves easy and effective to use especially for subject-matter
experts who lack skills and experience in item writing (Gierl & Haladyna, 2012).
1.2.2 Applications of AIG
In the 21st century, the development of information and communication technology (ICT) has
led to a rapid development of theories and practices of item generation to computer-based or
computer-assisted item generation, the so-called Automate Item Generation (AIG). AIG has
been used in a range of areas, such as K-12 subjects, psychological testing, and
licensure/certification, etc. For examples in K-12, Choi, Kim, and Yoon (2014) developed a
web-based AIG system and used the AIG system in various K-12 math applications: such as
online workbook application (Choi, Kim, & Yoon, 2016a; Choi, Kang, Kim, Dardick, &
Zhang, 2015), grade 6 paper version math workbook (Choi, Kim, & Yoon, 2016b) and grade
7 paper version math workbook (Choi, Kim, & Yoon, 2017) which are integrated with
AIG-based system. Alves, Gierl, and Lai (2010) illustrated how to use AIG to create items for
advanced placement (AP) biology. Yung and Choi (2018) also examined the potential benefits
of AIG on various international assessments. In psychological domains, Bejar (1990) showed
how to use computer algorithms to create item templates to measure mental rotation abilities
while drawing on research results from cognitive science. Embreston (2002) presented an
AIG-type generative system to generate abstract reasoning items based on cognitive theories.
Alsubait, Parsia, and Sattler (2012) developed analogy multiple choice (MC) items from
existing ontologies.
In the area of licensure and certification, Gierl, Lai, and Turner (2012) described how to use
AIG to create multiple choice items for a medical licensure test in the content area of surgery.
Karamanis, Ha, and Mitkov (2006) attempted to produce MC items from medical texts. In
language related areas, Brown, Frishhoff, and Eskenazi (2005) made use of WordNet to
automatically generate two types of English vocabulary assessment tasks: word bank and
cloze question. Susuanti, Iida, and Tokunaga (2015) developed English vocabulary tests using
TOEFL vocabulary question as a model. In grammar testing, Chen, Liou, and Chang (2006)
introduced a method for semi-automatically generating grammar test items by applying
Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. Perez-Beltrachini, Gardent, and Kruszewski
(2012) also generated grammar exercises semi-automatically but for second language learners.
Other researchers have focused on AIG for cloze tests. For example, Coniam (1997)
described a process to automatically generate vocabulary cloze test items using word
frequency data from an analyzed corpus. Liu, Wang, Gao, and Huang (2005) applied NLP
techniques to algorithmically generate reading cloze items automatically. Goto, Kojiri,
Watanabe, Iwata, and Yamada (2010) developed a system for automatically generating MC
cloze questions from English texts.
1.2.3 Benefits of AIG beyond Mass Production
Although AIG is gaining in popularity, it is primarily known for its advantages in terms of
production speed and unit price reduction of items (Choi & Li, 2016; Choi, 2017). However,
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the benefits of AIG are not limited to mass production, and the benefits of this mass
production must also be considered along with the cost and time required to deploy AIG
(Choi, 2017). For example, the time and cost of training AIG item writers (or AIG template
developers) and developing AIG templates should be fully considered and evaluated before
adaptation of AIG in an assessment practice.
Choi (2018) also emphasizes the fact that many researchers have already argued that the
benefits of AIG have been above and above mass production. In this regard, Choi analyzes
the benefits and implications of AIG into two perspectives: theoretical and practical. For the
theoretical perspectives beyond mass production, Choi illustrates the implications and
benefits of AIG across the following points, with an emphasis on quality of assessment:
Construct Preservation: AIG presents a new concept for traditional test security and
offers a variety of options to address the threat of test security. Using AIG, test builders and
administrators can effectively and differently handle test security concerns and improve
instruction-assessment alignments via AIG.



Construct Representation: AIG provides several options for further improving construct
representation.



Scientific Test Design: AIG plays a key role in recent scientific test design approaches.
[i.e., Evidence-centered Design (Mislevy, Almond, & Lukas, 2004), Cognitive Design
System (Embretson, 1998) and Assessment Engineering (Luecht, 2014)].



Item Calibration: AIG provides several strategies to improve item calibration and
validation more efficiently.



Equating and Linking: AIG can increase the efficiency of test equating and linking by
allowing it to produce superior quality common items or tests.



For AIG’s practical implications and benefits of AIG, Choi (2017) also reviews and
summarizes them across the following aspects:


Item Management: AIG will provide efficiencies in storing, delivering, editing, and
revising items. In particular, AIG provides an excellent option for creating and managing
global assessment contents.



Learner-centered Assessment: AIG can be used as a valuable tool to transform existing
assessments into more learner-centered assessments such as diagnostic and/or formative
assessment. AIG strengthens the links the skills to be measures with interpretations of test
score; helps probe deeply into an examinee’s weakness; is useful in diagnostic classification.
And in formative assessment setting, AIG provides consistent, timely feedback, sufficiently
large, and individualized feedback and diagnoses.



Intelligent Assessment: We can utilize and fuse various ICT technologies (big data
analysis, virtual or augmented reality, simulation based inferences, etc.) to develop existing
assessments into more intelligent assessments beyond the traditional paper-pencil or
computer-based assessment. A series of these theoretical and technical efforts can be
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abbreviated as Assessment Engineering, and AIG plays a central role in building such
intelligent system.
1.2.4 Benefits of AIG in Formative Assessment
In this section we will look more closely at what role AIG plays in formative assessment and
how it can enhance the assessment. Formative assessment refers to assessment that is
specifically intended to generate feedback on performance to improve and accelerate learning
(Sadler, 1998). In contrast to summative assessment, which is usually administered at the end
of a period of learning for the purpose of assessing the effectiveness of a program and
documenting the progress an entire group of students make, formative assessment is typically
administered during the process of learning and featured by constant feedback. Feedback is
“information about the gap between the actual level and the reference level of a system
parameter which is used to alter the gap in some way” (Ramaprasad, 1983, p. 4). As we will
argue here, for an assessment to be formative and supportive for students’ learning, three
elements need to be incorporated in the process: 1) accurate diagnosis of students’ present
state of knowledge and skills measured; 2) immediate feedback provided to the learner and
the teacher; 3) corresponding adjustment made in teaching and learning. Generally, after
treatment, new assessments are needed to evaluate the effect of treatment or adjustment, and
collect evidence for improvement in learning.
Formative assessments are usually carried out by instructors (i.e., teachers). However, there
are substantial challenges faced by teachers in implementing formative assessment (Choi,
2017). First, as response data or information about the degree of student learning is generally
very diverse and complex. Therefore, teachers have to rely on their own observations and
subjective judgments. Thus, a diagnosis that depends on the teacher’s subject judgment may
not maintain high level of accuracy and reliability. Consequently, feedback may not always
be appropriate and/or effective enough to improve student’s learning. Second, teachers may
not be able to give timely feedback to every student especially when the class size is large. In
most cases, the teachers are suffering from diverse and considerable tasks, and there is
insufficient time for teachers to adequately diagnose and prescribe formative assessments for
many students. Lastly, after the treatment and adjustment in learning are made, teachers need
to design new tasks to evaluate the effects of teaching and learning. However, such tasks pose
an even greater challenge to teachers, because such tasks “must be sufficiently dissimilar from
those previously attempted as learning exercises to test real achievement rather than memory
and regurgitation … they must also be similar enough to fall within the region that
reasonably allows transfer or extended application of learning” (Sadler, 1998, p. 81). These
difficulties and challenges can be formidable for teachers to bring out the proved benefits of
formative assessment for students’ learning (Black & William, 1998; Choi, 2017). Here again,
it is argued that AIG has the potential to help teachers address these challenges.
As mentioned above, with AIG-enabled assessment system, we can provide an efficient and
reliable diagnosis of the strengths and weaknesses of individual students. This does not mean
that teachers should waive the effort of devising their own formative tasks and rely solely on
such tests. Instead, these assessments can complement the formative assessment tasks
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designed by teachers and help provide a rapid and accurate picture of students’ learning state.
As we argued earlier, accurate and reliable information is important for subsequent treatment
or remediation to be well-targeted and effective. It is clear that the diagnostic information can
be provided to and used by both teachers and learners. Based on the information provided by
the system, teachers can quickly assess students’ learning needs and adjust their instructional
plan to meet the needs of students. The system also let teachers have the option to give
students more detailed feedback and suggestions for further actions or strategies students may
take. Learners can use the information to reflect on their own learning process and make
adjustments to their learning strategies.
After the treatment and remediation or intervention, tasks are needed to evaluate the effects of
adjusted teaching and learning, and evidence needs to be collected to show if there is
improvement in learning. Those tasks should be equivalent/consistent, i.e., similar in
difficulty and measure the same construct as those administered before the treatment and
remediation; yet as different in forms as to test real improvement in learning instead of
simple memory. This is not easy and can be very challenging especially when different
learners need different sets of tasks and different amount of practice. AIG, using calibrated
item templates, can generate a large number of isomorphic (same psychometric
characteristics) items to meet individual students’ needs (Choi, 2017).
More AIG-features can be integrated into the system to enable more effective feedback and
support more tailored teaching and self-regulated learning. Sadler (1989) proposed the
self-regulated learning that for real improvement in learning, students should be aware of the
standards for learning and possible strategies for adjusting their learning and be given the
opportunity to develop their own evaluative expertise. To achieve this purpose, detailed
explanation or correct solutions can be given to students to enable them to evaluate their own
work against the standards. Meanwhile, suggestions for effective learning strategies can be
embedded in the automatic feedback.
However, the above-mentioned claims about the merits of AIG’s formative assessment have
not yet been sufficiently validated. Given the future-oriented nature of AIG and the increasing
demand for formative assessment, a learner-centered assessment, empirical verification of the
claims mentioned above is urgent. Researchers and practitioners who are interested in
developing and/or applying AIG in educational services or products need more empirical
evidence of evaluating the claims on AIG benefits on formative assessment in practical
setting. Next part of this paper, we will provide an empirical evaluation results of AIG’s
utilities within a formative assessment system for Korean high school students and teachers.
2. Methods
The Item Management System (IMS) is an online formative assessment system used as a
homework application, developed in the current study was designed for helping both teachers
and students. For example, assessments given to students during the course work or at the end
of each chapter could provide results and feedback which can identify the bottle-neck point in
the learning process of students. Knowing the bottle-neck point can help teachers plan the
best teaching strategies based on students’ achievement levels or levels of understanding.
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2.1 Development of Online Formative Assessment System
In sum, the online formative assessment system, which offers diagnosis and feedback based
on the achievement levels, has four competences over the other standard formative
assessments. First, three levels of feedback are available: item level, achievement level, and
curriculum (i.e., chapter) level. Second, students’ learning strength and weakness are
provided for each chapter over achievement levels. Third, the system includes mapping
structures for achievement levels so that students can review previously unattained learning
objectives. Finally, provide opportunities to deepen items using AIG technology as well as
answers and explanations. CAFA AIG (Choi, Kim, & Yoon, 2014a) system was as AIG
system for this application.
CAFA AIG (Choi, Kim, & Yoon, 2014a; http://AIG.CAFALab.com/) is web-based AIG
system which it is built based on an assessment engineering framework. The system can
provide nearly a limitless set of assessment items which are highly interactive and
multi-media assessment items using several multi-media technologies, such as parameterized
mathematical expression generation, parameterized chart/figure generation, or text-to-speech,
etc (Choi, 2017). CAFA AIG also provides assessment services and functions for a variety of
client-applications (e.g., websites, mobile applications or eBbooks) as a cloud assessment
platform. Each client application in the CAFA AIG system can use the AIG services to access
the CAFA AIG server without having separate assessment items and services
generated/developed by AIG technology (Choi, 2017). The IMS system and K-Math
Workbook (a.k.a., CAFA SmartWorkbook; Choi, Kang, Kim, Dardick, & Zhang, 2015; Choi,
Kim, & Yoon, 2016b; Choi, Kim, & Yoon, 2017) are examples of client applications using
the CAFA AIG system as platform. Users who use these applications can use AIG services
(such as using QR codes for immediate feedback) both online while they are connected to the
server or offline by printing out workbook.
In the IMS system, the item explorer and the test builder are two basic functions that any
online formative assessment system possesses. The online formative assessment system for
this study has two updated functions compared to the previous version. Specifically, the
online system in this study has AIG functionality so that students can have opportunities to go
over items which they incorrectly answer. In addition, feedback could be more precisely
described in that including diagnosis information as well as directions for future achievement
in learning. These two additive functions are expected to expedite the self-learning strategies
of students and behave as more beneficial feedback for students in learning.
IMS provides three levels of feedback: item level, achievement standard level, and unit level.
The feedback made under the achievement standard levels diagnose students’ learning
standard into different levels (i.e., high, middle, low, and under-achieved). The feedback from
the unit level possesses information about the strength and weakness in learning. The
utilization of a mapping structure in achievement standard allows to diagnose parts which
need more exercise and review within the same school year, and even within the previous
year of coursework.
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2.2 Procedures
The IMS developed in this study can be delivered in two different formats as described in
Figure 2. That is, teachers can choose the assessment format either being online (e.g.,
computer) or offline (i.e., paper-and-pencil) based on the given conditions at schools. Since
the only difference between these two formats is a delivery option, the rest of assessment
process remains the same. More specifically, every task, such as creating assessment tools,
giving a test, rating, and providing feedback, under the online format is done using computers.
On the other hand, a test under the offline format is given in a printed format to the students.
After receiving the printed test, students mark their answers using computers, tablets, or
smartphones. Answers are automatically rated, and results are given to students with feedback
like the online format.

Figure 2. Flow charts for online and offline formats

When students click the button for explanations after submitting their answers, the screen
shows the correct answers and explanations as well as providing practice problems using
clone items of AIG. Figure 3 is the example of the scoring table. The first row contains the
item number information with two distinguished colors on it: blue for the correctly answered
item and orange for incorrectly answered item. The second row shows the correct answers for
each item, and the third row encloses what students mark on the answer sheet. That is, when
the numbers in the second row and third row for each column are corresponding, that item is
answered correctly so that having blue color on the first row. The fourth row contains the icon
( ) for each cell which includes explanations for relevant items. Every cell in the fifth row
has the icon ( ) for having exercise problems using clone items. More detail descriptions for
the last two functions are given in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.
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Figure 3. Actual screen shot shown to students

Figure 4. Actual screen shot when clicking “See Explanation ( )”
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Figure 5. Actual screen shot when clicking “Exercise Clone Items ( )”

3. Results
The students were asked how helpful exercise problems were in learning mathematical
functions. Fifty-two students (91.2%) were answered either “satisfied” or “very satisfied.”
The students were also asked which part of the IMS was most helpful in learning
mathematical functions. Twenty-six students (45.6%) were selected “exercise problems using
clone items”, 16 students (28.1%) chose “explanations”, and 13 students (22.8%) responded
“diagnosis and feedback”. The overall survey results are summarized in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6. Survey results on example application of Item Management System (IMS)

Fifty-seven students were asked to take the survey related to using IMS (i.e., IMS
equivalently). The brief results of the survey are shown in Figure 7. Fifty (87.7%) students
chose either ‘Agree’ or ‘Strongly agree’ for their responses in asking the convenience of using
IMS in their actual formative assessment. The appropriateness of feedback was also asked
and 48 (84.2%) students selected either ‘Agree’ or ‘Strongly agree’ in that survey question.
When students were asked whether the assessment results and feedback given in IMS are
useful, 49 (86.0%) students responded either ‘Agree’ or ‘Strongly agree’. The overall
satisfaction in experiencing IMS was also asked and 51 (89.5%) students either agreed or
strongly agreed to that statement.
Other than Likert-scale survey questions, the open-ended question asking “what is the most
helpful part in IMS?” was also given to the students. The following three things were ranked
the top three of the all responses. First, twenty-six (45.6%) students thought that the iterative
practice using clone items given by AIG is most helpful. Second, answers and explanations
according to the achievement level were selected as the most helpful part in IMS for 16
(28.1%) students. Third, thirteen (22.8%) students answered that diagnosis and help session
was most helpful in using IMS.
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Figure 7. Survey results for IMS

Teachers also interviewed about overall satisfaction and usefulness of IMS, and asking for
improvement plans if they were not satisfied with IMS. Overall, the results showed that
teachers’ responses toward IMS were promising and positive. Teachers said that information
on student feedback and records in using IMS was particularly useful. This is because this
information can be used in reference or recommendation letters that should be objective or
unbiased. Teachers were also satisfied with prompt feedback features given to students as
soon as they submitted answers to the assessment items under the online format.
On the other hand, the teachers identified some undesirable points and recommendations for
better use of IMS. For example, students might suffer from difficulties in handling test items
on the screen. This unfamiliarity can cause measurement issues, so it is necessary to use a
more user-friendly service design or to improve other screen-related issues such as font size.
In addition, there need some supporting strategies so that less able students can participate
and intrigue more in using IMS. In other words, teachers concerned about the various
possible approaches for students in different achievement levels. The automatic pop-up
function for incorrectly answered items was also suggested for the simplicity in the online
system itself.
In summary, the evaluation results showed that the various features of formative assessments
based on AIG technology are highly promising in utilization for both students and teachers.
In this study, we found that AIG has a variety of benefits when used in formative assessments,
and that AIG-based functions (e.g., online practice, adaptive diagnosis, and instant feedback,
etc.) are well received by students and teachers.
4. Conclusion and Discussion
The individualized or tailored education, in which individual differences are taken into
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account, requires some assessment activities that make it possible to comprehend the
weakness and strength in students’ learning. Based on the changed paradigm in the use of
assessment (i.e., a purpose of assessment), a dysfunctional aspect of assessment, such as
trigging competitive atmosphere among students, has been disregarded, and more educational
and positively functional aspects of assessment are being emphasized. In spite of this new
trend in assessment, it is never easy for teachers to prepare sufficient and well-qualified
formative assessments frequently and to do other school related tasks at the same time. In this
respect, the assessment items developed at the national level rather than individual teacher
level seems to be preferred.
Developing assessment items under the national level could embed broader aspects of items
and control the quality of items more easily. This also could reduce the tasks and burden of a
teacher so that they can more focus on teaching. For these reasons, establishing the
infrastructure for online formative assessment system at the national level is necessary. An
empirical evaluation of IMS which is based on AIG to the real school setting was conducted
in order to verify the stableness and fineness of IMS focused on AIG feature.
The aforementioned IMS is expected to behave as the prototype in materializing formative
assessments in real school settings as a homework system. Before making this system
available for all schools, its stableness in major functions (especially AIG functionalities) and
appropriateness in real school settings should be fully examined and evaluated. Therefore,
this study was conducted as one example application of IMS for investigating its feasibility in
practical usage focus on AIG utilities. In detail for research setting, two high schools in Seoul,
South Korea, were selected for the IMS application. Fifty-seven students of the first grade in
high school used IMS for two days. One chapter dealing with algebra was used for this
application study. After using IMS, these students conducted a survey asking how satisfied
IMS was.
The IMS used in this study is equipped with the item database (DB) like other standard item
banks. Therefore, teachers can access the DB anytime to create their own assessment tools
based on the needs. They can also use the assessment tools which are already composed and
included in the DB. Teachers can assign a test to each student through the online, or distribute
the printed version of the test to the students during the class. Regardless of the test format
given to students, test results are generated in a short time, and both teachers and students can
check the results. Test results could be checked via online, saved and even printed out.
Unlike other formative assessment systems, the IMS in this study is based on AIG technology
as its specialty. Including AIG feature is mostly beneficial in that providing practice items by
use of clone items in IMS. This feature was found to greatly contribute students’ learning
process. Students, as well as teachers, were quite satisfied with several AIG-based features of
the system. In detail, other formative assessment systems are designed to primarily provide
the information about students’ achievement level at the most. However, knowing the
achievement level is never enough to use assessments for learning beyond evaluation. The
detailed and tailored feedback based on the achievement levels using AIG make the IMS be
more useful for both students and teachers. Furthermore, having as many qualified items as
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possible in the DB is a prerequisite condition for IMS to work well as a sound formative
assessment system. For this purpose, AIG was adapted to the system and evaluated its
effectiveness. Using the pre-validated and expertly developed AIG item template, the system
can produce large amounts of quality items.
In practice, teachers frequently feel the burden of developing assessment items, grading and
analyzing answer sheets, and providing acute feedback to students. In order to ensure a sound
formative assessment in the current school environment, we must first reduce these
overloaded tasks for the teacher. For this reason, this study proposed the use of online
formative evaluation systems that included AIG functions and empirically evaluated their
functions. The core part of IMS development is to have sufficient numbers of items in the
item DB using AIG. The DB is not just the place where items are stored but where items
should be searched and sorted based on teachers’ needs, and controlled in their quality. The
access to the DB also should not be complicated so that teachers could comprise items easily
to make a test having appropriate characteristics, such as test difficulty. In addition, the
information related to the achievement standard in the DB should be acute and reliable to
make feedback useful.
Algorithms in generating clone items may vary depending on the subjects, though, we used
CAFA AIG (Choi, Kim, & Yoon, 2014a) engine to generate high school level math items in
this study. In Lai, Alves, and Gierl (2009) work, 64,260 clone items were generated from 34
parent items for various subjects (e.g., Math, Literature, Science, and Social studies) of the 3rd,
6th, and 9th grades. Other AIG projects on math subject (Choi, Kim, & Yoon, 2016b; Choi,
Kim, & Yoon, 2017) also showed more than two million unique math items can be generated
by 350 item templates in 6th or 7th grade level. These studies also showed that AIG system
could be used for other subject area beyond Math. For sure, it is hard to tell that AIG system
automatically generates clone items in the equal level of quality as their parent items.
However, not many differences were found between items generated by AIG system and
those by human experts (Gierl & Lai, 2013). This implies that the integration of AIG system
into IMS is efficient and beneficial in terms of time, effort, and money for item development.
This study aimed to develop and evaluate the IMS which is centered on students and
customized to students’ achievement level using AIG advancements. That is, specifying what
their achievement level is not enough under the paradigm of “assessment for learning”.
Students should be provided with more detail feedback on what they are good at and what
their weakness is. This feedback is better to include customized future directions for students
based on their current achievement levels. It is not saying that the teacher-centered
supplementary learning process is meaningless. Rather, it is better to say that the
student-centered customized learning process may be more helpful and efficient in
developing self-directed learning (SDL) strategies in students. The importance of developing
SDL is that students can cope with their pace in learning, find motivations to learn, and
develop a metacognition, which is known for a higher order thinking skill. For these
customized learnings, the acute diagnosis about each student’s learning status and their needs
is necessary which are usually done by teachers.
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This study demonstrated a great commitment to AIG’s role in these new and forward-looking
assessment applications using empirical evaluation in high school educational setting.
Therefore, for both teacher and students, the utilization of IMS backed by AIG can be
beneficial and promising in that the IMS provides acute, reliable, and unbiased assessment
services and information. We hope that the usefulness of AIG will be further verified in
various assessment applications, other subjects, and other grades in future studies.
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